
 
Home Learning Activities:  Class: Banksy Week Commencing:  05/10/20    

 

Monday: 

 

English: We are staring a new book in class this week- ‘Some Places more than Others’. In 

the story, Amara, the main character does a school project where she has to investigate her 

roots and make a suitcase full of her findings. In her suitcase, she includes a piece of work all 

about the things she is grateful for. Write a list of the Top 10 things in your life that you are 

grateful for, then publish on to nice paper to be included in your suitcase. 

Maths x2: Have a go at practicing written methods for multiplication. Use either the grid 

method or short/ long multiplication. Generate your own numbers, choosing calculations from 

1 digit x 2 digits all the way to 4- digits x 2- digits. 

RE: Watch the following three clips about Shabbat and make notes: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zn7tfg8 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zvtfgk7 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z84wmp3 

What is your most special day and why? How do you prepare for it? Children to write an 

acrostic poem to share their understanding of Shabbat, e.g. 

S- sharing food with family at home. 

H- hearing prayers from fathers and grandfathers. 

Etc 

 

Tuesday: 

 

English: In the book, Amara wants to visit New York City to meet her family but her mum 

and dad don’t want her to go. In class, we are going to write a persuasive letter to convince 

them to let her go. Write your own persuasive letter to convince someone in your family to let 

you do something you’re passionate about. 

Maths: Carry on practicing multiplication. Once confident, start to increase the size of your 

numbers. 

Geography: Make a statistics factsheet all about New York City. Firstly make a list of all the 

main facts that should be included, then conduct research to find answers. E.g. population, 

climate, location on a world map, attractions/ landmarks, size, culture, religion, food. 

 

Wednesday: 

 

English/ D.T: Make your own suitcase out of card. Staple two pieces of suitcase-shaped card 

together then decorate. Make sure there is an opening at the top to fit your work in. 

Maths: Practice doubling and halving numbers. As an extension, have a go at multiplying and 

dividing numbers by 4 mentally.  

Music: Complete writing your lyrics for your song about Earith: 

Baby I'm from Earith! 

Little village where folks are friendly 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zn7tfg8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zvtfgk7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z84wmp3


 
But the High Street is busy 

When you're in Earith! etc 

Science: Design a parachute for Philippe Petit to use on the Towers, in case he falls. Design 

and make the shape to make the most of the air resistance to slow down his fall. 

 

Thursday:  

 

English: Complete the spelling lesson attached- this will take two sessions. 

Maths: Have a go at solving some real-life problems involving multiplication. Suitable sheets 

will be emailed to your child to complete. 

RE: watch the clip: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zjkq6sg The Torah gives teachings 

and rules for Jews to live their lives by. What do you think are good teachings and rules? Can 

you make up 10? E.g. Always ask someone to play if they are on their own. If you see litter 

on the floor, pick it up and put it in the nearest bin. Write up your rules in neat. 

 

Friday: 

 

English: Continue with the attached spelling lesson from yesterday. 

Maths: Have a go at solving some real-life problems involving multiplication. Suitable sheets 

will be emailed to your child to complete. 

P.E: Athletics- practice the long jump again- start with jumping on the spot to running and 

jumping, try to keep improving your score. Run the 50, 200 or 400 meters sprint. How long 

does it take you? See if you can improve your personal best. 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zjkq6sg

